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Introduction: Impact cratering and volcanism 

have been critical processes in the geologic history of 

the terrestrial planets. Investigating these processes on 

Earth by means of ground-truthed remote-sensing and 

field measurements provide important information for 

the study of other planetary bodies. NASA’s FINESSE 

(Field Investigations to Enable Solar System Science 

and Exploration) project is designed to generate strate-

gic knowledge in preparation for human and robotic 

exploration of other planetary bodies, including the 

Moon, Mars’ moons, and near-Earth asteroids, by 

means of remote-sensing and field investigations of 

suitable planetary analog sites on Earth [1]. The Cra-

ters of the Moon National Monument and Preserve 

(COTM) is a ~1650 km2 volcanic complex in the east-

ern Snake River Plain, Idaho (Fig. 1). COTM has long 

been identified as a strong planetary analog for volcan-

ic processes on the Moon, Mars, Venus, and Mercury 

[2], as well as a possible proxy for the melt products of 

the impact cratering process [3]. Basaltic lava flows, 

formed during at least 8 eruptive episodes between 

15,000 and 2,000 years ago, emanate from an 80 km 

long rift zone. These eruptions resulted in a diverse 

collection of volcanic structures, producing surfaces 

with a wide range in morphology, texture, and rough-

ness, making COTM an excellent field analog site.  

In this work we seek to use satellite and airborne 

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from the L-

Band (24 cm) AIRSAR [4] and C-Band (5.6 cm) 

RADARSAT-2 [5] polarimetric radars, to investigate 

the surface roughness of lava flows and volcanic fea-

tures using the circular polarization ratio (CPR). In-

formation on the surface roughness of flows at differ-

ent wavelengths from remote sensing will be ground-

truthed during a field campaign in August, 2016, to 

enhance remote predictive mapping techniques useful 

for planetary missions. We will then compare the re-

turns to polarimetric radar data acquired for lava flows 

and impact melt flows on the Moon [3], Venus [6], and 

Mars [7].  

Data and Methods: Two SAR radar datasets are used 

for mapping of lava flows in the COTM volcanic field. 

AIRSAR was an airborne SAR operated by NASA 

between 1988 and 2004. It was capable of transmitting 

and receiving fully polarimetric radar data (i.e., HH, 

HV, VH, and VV) at C-, L-, and P-Bands. Previous 

studies of COTM utilized L-Band radar imaging, but 

these studies did not make use of the full polarimetric 

 
Figure 1: Northern region of the Craters of the Moon vol-

canic complex and rift system (centered at 43◦27’45’’N / 

113◦32’14’’) [National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) 

0.5 m/pixel image]. 

 

potential of the dataset [8-10]. For this project we have 

used AIRSAR L-Band data collected in March, 2003. 

From this data, we produced the circular polarization 

ratio (CPR), useful for characterizing the surface 

roughness and physical properties of the target surface 

(Fig. 2b). CPR is the ratio of same-as-transmitted cir-

cular polarization signal divided by the opposite-as-

transmitted circular polarization signal. Surfaces that 

are smooth at the radar wavelength exhibit very low 

CPR (<<1, single bounce backscattering), rough sur-

faces have moderate CPR values (0.5 – .9, multiple 

bounce, randomized polarization), and blocky surfaces 

have very high CPR (>1, corner reflector, double 

bounce backscattering).  

RADARSAT-2 is a commercial Earth observation 

satellite operated by MacDonald, Dettwiler and Asso-

ciate, Ltd. It carries a fully polarimetric radar instru-

ment operating in the C-Band. Fine quad-pol data was 
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acquired over COTM in October and November 2015. 

AIRSAR and RADARSAT-2 data were then overlaid 

on USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED) DEMs 

(7.5 m/pixel) and visible imagery from the National 

Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) (~50 cm/pixel) 

in ArcGIS for further study. 

Preliminary Results and Discussion: Significant 

differences in the apparent surface roughness of lava 

flows can be seen between the L- and C-Band radar 

imagery. A useful example can be seen at the 2 km 

long North Crater flow in the northern part of COTM 

(Fig. 2). Red and yellow regions of the flow have a 

high CPR, indicating they have high surface roughness 

at L-Band wavelength (24 cm). This is sharply con-

trasted with the low CPR values observed at C-Band 

wavelengths (Fig. 2c), indicating that the surface 

roughness at ~5.6 cm wavelength contains many fewer 

corner reflectors and appears much smoother. This 

major discrepancy between the apparent surface 

roughness at L- and C-Band radar wavelengths high-

lights the importance of multiple observations at dif-

ferent frequencies to completely describe the surface 

characteristics of potential landing sites for future 

landed planetary missions. For example, the lava flow 

may appear to be ‘smooth’ at C-Band, but given the 

decimeter scale roughness observed at L-Band, space-

craft and astronauts would have difficulty operating in 

such terrain. 

Future Work: Detailed maps of lava flows at 

COTM in both L- and C- Bands will be correlated with 

ground measurements during a field campaign in Au-

gust 2016, with focus on nested block size measure-

ments at different scales. Understanding lava flow 

roughness at various scales will help us to understand 

how the flow are emplaced, providing analogues for 

similarly rough lava flows and impact melt flows on 

the Moon and Mars. 
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Figure 2: A) High resolution image of the 2 km long 

North Crater Flow in the northern part of Craters of the 

Moon National Monument and Preserve. The flow 

appears relatively rough in visible imagery, with a rop-

ey/wavy texture. B) AIRSAR L-Band radar imagery 

draped over (A). Areas of high CPR across the flow 

and in areas to the north suggest a blocky texture at 24 

cm wavelength. Field reconnaissance in 2015 con-

firmed the texture at this scale. C) RADARSAT-2 C-

Band radar imagery draped over (A) shows very low 

CPR values at 5.6 cm wavelength, in contrast to the 

rough appearance of the flow in L-Band. Further re-

connaissance and field measurements are necessary to 

determine the nature of the differences between the 

two radar datasets.  
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